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The following is a personal story submitted to Civilian Exposure and published as part of our new series

“Contamination Chronicles: Personal Stories of Exposure”. If you would like to submit your story, you m
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�ll out our form here or send directly via email to share-@-civilianexposure.org.

 

In 2010, I suddenly couldn’t walk due to the pain in my feet.  I was diagnosed with peripheral neuropathy

served on Shemya, Alaska in 1964.  The VA tested me, con�rmed the diagnosis, but failed to recognize t

disability.  I �ew on Air Force transports carrying Agent Orange.

My condition was a documented illness associated with exposure.  Since then, I have learned of the tox

conditions of the water supply as well.  The VA position was “boots on the ground” was the only Agent

Orange exposure recognized.  Peripheral neuropathy was the top statistical e�ect, but only recognized 

occurred within 12 months of exposure.  However, eight veterans sued in 2013 and won.  All were boots 

the ground and their peripheral neuropathy didn’t show until after the age of 50.

Since then, the Air Force listed Shemya as a storage site for Agent Orange as well.  Beginning in the 198

Air Force personnel began �ying in Air Force transports carrying AO during the Viet Nam war. They soon

began exhibiting similar e�ects of AO.

Shemya was never a pristine island.  How many su�ered medical disability I don’t know.  But more than 

 

Note from the Editor: The author currently resides in California. The account/editorial is verbatim from t

author without edit, with only the omission of their name to preserve anonymity.
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CIVILIAN EXPOSURE

Civilian Exposure is a fully tax-exempt, non-pro�t news and outreach organization. Ou

writing and research is made possible through reader support. We are dedicated to

shedding light on the extent of military contamination, as well as the generational hea

impacts to all people exposed. Our work honors and serves our nation’s military vetera

and civilian DOD personnel working aboard US military installations, along with their

families and children, in need of critical information about exposures.
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